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Formation of fullerenes in Mev-ion sputtering from organic solids
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Even-numbered positive-ion carbon clusters (C2„, n =20,21, . . . ) are ejected from a solid film of organ-
ic polymer —poly(vinylidene diAuoride) (PVDF) —when bombarded by MeV atomic ions. Carbon-
cluster ions are formed as a result of a single primary-ion impact. The distribution of cluster sizes sug-
gests that the clusters have closed carbon-cage (fullerene) structure. Measurements of the yield and
initial-velocity distributions of the ejected cluster ions are performed in a time-of-Aight mass spectrome-
ter equipped with an electrostatic ion mirror. The results are compared to data for ions ejected by MeV
projectiles from films of synthetic fullerene (C«and C70) targets. The initial-radial-velocity distribution
for cluster ions ejected from the polymer differ markedly from those of synthetic fullerene targets. While
C«and C70 ions from synthetic fullerene targets have ejection-angle distributions symmetric with respect
to the target-surface normal, the mean takeoff angle of carbon-cluster ions ejected from PVDF is off-
normal and towards the direction of the incoming primary ion. It is also a clear indication that carbon-
cluster ions ejected from PVDF originate in the high-energy-density region created by the fast primary
ion. Experiments for establishing the dependence of the carbon-cluster yield Y on the energy loss of the
primary ion have been performed. A stronger dependence of the yield for the C« ions desorbed from
PVDF targets [ Ya-(dE/dx) '

] than for ions from targets with synthetic C60 [ Y 0- {dE/dx) ) has been
observed. This supports the conclusion that carbon-cluster ions from PVDF are formed in the axially
expanding high-energy-density plasma region.

INTRODUCTION

The existence of a new allotropic form of carbon—
closed-shell pure-carbon structures (fullerenes) —was
predicted by Kroto et al. ' on the basis of laser-ablation
mass-spectrometry results. The C6p fullerene structure
has been discussed most widely due to the proposal' that
it has the shape of a truncated icosahedron, consisting of
20 hexagonal and 12 pentagonal faces. The initial obser-
vation of fullerenes has been confirmed in a number of
papers, reporting the formation of gas-phase carbon-
cluster ions with enhanced yield of C6p in laser irradiation
of graphite and different carbon-containing materials un-
der various experimental conditions. ' It has also been
demonstrated that fullerenes can be formed in sooting
benzene/oxygen flames. However, the spectacular
discovery by Kratschmer et al. of a method for syn-
thesis of macroscopic amounts of C6p and C7p has led to
the growth of research on fullerene properties. Ful-
lerenes have already aroused considerable attention
among researchers in various fields, including astrophy-
sics, organic chemistry, materials science, and environ-
mental science (for recent comprehensive reviews see
Refs. 8 and 9).

In secondary-ion-mass spectrometry (SIMS) studies of
different polymeric materials using Cf fission fragments
with MeV energy to bombard the polymers, Feld et al. '

have observed ejection of even-numbered positive-ion
clusters (Cz„, n =20, 21, . . . ) from a specific polymer—
poly(vinylidene difiuoride) (PVDF), ( CH2 CF2 —)„. ——
We have expanded these studies" by using fast (up to 0.6
MeV/u) atomic ions from the Uppsala EN-tandem ac-

celerator for energy deposition in the PVDF films. The
distribution of cluster-yields obtained in this study sug-
gests that stable closed-carbon-cage structures (fullerenes)
are formed. " The fullerenes are formed as a result of a
single MeV-ion impact. Most of the energy of fast MeV
ions (with velocities exceeding the Bohr velocity) is de-
posited in a solid target via ion-electron collisions in an
ion track in a time of the order of 10 ' s. The track is
symmetric around the straight path of the incoming ion.
Plasmalike conditions are formed in a cylindrical region
roughly 5 A in diameter where the energy density is
greatest. If the relaxation times of the electronic subsys-
tem in the solid are slow, as in the case of insulators, ma-
terial is sputtered from the solid. This phenomenon is
termed electronic sputtering' and it has important astro-
physical implications. ' Electronic sputtering is also ex-
ploited in a specific version of SIMS—plasma desorption
mass spectrometry —and biological macromolecules with
molecular weights up to 45000 u have been ejected from
a solid as intact ions into the gas phase with that tech-
nique. ' ' The ejection of positive ions of even-
numbered pure-carbon clusters as a result of the interac-
tion of a single fast MeV ion with a polymer containing
only 30% carbon atoms is a new specific effect of the
electronic-sputtering phenomenon.

In this paper experiments are reported with the aim to
elucidate further the mechanism of carbon-cluster forma-
tion in electronic sputtering from polymers. For compar-
ison purposes, sputtering induced by MeV atomic ions
from targets of C6p and C7p synthesized according to the
method of Kratschmer et al. (and henceforth referred to
as synthetic fullerene targets) has been also investigated.
We have performed experiments on the initial-radial-
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velocity distribution of carbon clusters of different sizes
obtained in electronic sputtering from PVDF. A poten-
tial merit of this study is the possibility it affords for
determining the origin of the secondary ions relative to
the ion track, created by the primary Me V-ion im-
pact. ' Measurements of the initial-axial-velocity dis-
tributions have also been performed for carbon clusters
ejected from PVDF and synthetic fullerene targets. The
axial- and radial-velocity distribution data together pro-
vide an estimate of the carbon-cluster-ion takeoff angles,
which are compared to the angular distributions of elec-
tronically sputtered peptide molecular ions (leu-
enkephaline and renin substrate). Experiments on the
dependence of the carbon-cluster yield from PVDF and
from synthetic fullerene targets on the amount of energy
deposited in the solid by the primary MeV ion (the ener-

gy loss, dE/dx) have also been carried out.

EXPERIMENT

Instrumental setup and performance

Swift atomic ions were generated in the Uppsala EN-
tandem accelerator. A time-of-flight (TOF) mass spec-
trometer equipped with an electrostatic ion mirror (Fig.
1) was installed on one of the accelerator beam lines (for a
detailed description of the construction and performance
of the spectrometer see Refs. 23 —25). The MeV primary
ions passed through a thin (5 p,g/cm ) carbon foil before
reaching the target. Thus the primary ions were in an
equilibrium charge state. The secondary electrons emit-
ted from the carbon foil after passage of a single ion were
detected by a Inicrochannel plate detector to give the
start signal that triggered the timing electronics. The pri-
mary MeV ions bombarded the target from the front at
an incidence angle of 45'. The target was coated at an
acceleration potential v' =+14.30 kV for positive and
negative secondary ions, respectively. Desorbed secon-
dary ions were accelerated towards a grid at ground po-
tential through a distance I, of 4.5 mm. The secondary
ions were detected by microchannel plate detectors either

in the straight mode (with the electrostatic ion mirror at
ground potential) or in the reflected mode (with the mir-
ror at V, =+15.66 kV for positive and negative secon-
dary ions, respectively). The ion-flight-time registration
was performed in a pulse-counting mode by employing a
multistop (up to 255 stops per start) time-to-digital con-
verter (CTN-M2, IPN, Orsay, France) with 0.5-ns time
resolution per channel. Data were acquired in an event-
by-event mode at a rate of 10 MeV incident ions (events)
per second with an ATARI Mega personal computer.
Between 1X10 and 5X10 start events were collected
for different experiments depending on the secondary-ion
statistics.

Deflection plates (length l&, =25 mm; width lz =16
mm; distance between them I&

= 14 mm) were positioned
in the field-free region of the spectrometer at a distance
lo& =166 mm from the acceleration grid to the front of
the x-direction deflection plates (see Fig. 1 for coordinate
system assignment). The procedure for measurement of
the initial-radial-velocity distribution involved monitor-
ing the secondary-ion yield as a function of electrostatic
deAection in an x direction perpendicular to the target-
surface normal. " The term "radial velocity" is
used throughout the paper for brevity, although only the
component of the velocity in the x direction was moni-
tored. The measurements were performed by first max-
irnizing the yield of low-mass ions by setting the potential
on the y-deflection plates and then acquiring data for
different voltages V& applied to the x-deflection plates.
Conversion from deAection-voltage units to radial-
velocity units was performed in a straightforward manner
according to

1/2
straight Iql
Ox

( ~d Vod ) (le, +b.la, )

( —,'l~, +los )
X

( 21 + lot + l~ + los )

when measurements were performed in the straight mode
and

lo4

V,

Stop detector 1

(straight mode) 1 o3

lo5

Secon
ions

1 o2

Stop detector 2
reflected mode)

Additional
start detector

Sample

FIG. 1. A schematic of the experimental
setup. Distance between target and accelera-
tion grid, l, =4.5 mm; distance between ac-
celeration grid and x-deflection plates,

lp&
= 166 rnm; length of the plates, l~, =25 mm;

width of the plates, lz~ =16 mm; distance be-
tween the plates, lz = 14 mm; distance be-
tween deflection plates and straight-mode stop
detector collimator, lp5 =796 mm; distance be-
tween the plates and reflector grid, lpp=494
mrn; length of reflector, lp3 289 mm; distance
between reflector and reflected-mode stop
detector collimator, lp4 =435 mm.
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in the rejected mode, provided that the energy corre-
sponding to the initial axia1 velocity of the desorbed ions
with mass m and charge q was small compared to the ki-
netic energy acquired during the acceleration step (i.e.,

—,'muo, ((qV, ). The symbols are defined in Fig. 1 and

hid, (10 mm) is the first-order correction to the length of
the finite deflection plates. ' ' A low-mass fragment
ion ejected preferentially normal to the target surface' '

is used for calcu1ating VQd, the voltage corresponding to
zero radial velocity. In the initial-radia1-velocity mea-
surements 48-MeV ' I' + ions were used as primary
ions.

Initial-axial-velocity-distribution measurements were
carried out by monitoring the yield for different ions in
reAected mode as a function of the ion-reAector potential,
while keeping the acceleration potential fixed. This
method results only in a relative estimate of the axial ve-
locities for different ions. However, Widdiyasekera
et al. have performed accurate measurements of the ax-
ial velocities of a number of electronically sputtered ions
under similar conditions. The values for hydrogen and
sodium positive ions determined in these experiments
were used as calibrating points for calculation of the axial
velocities in our experimental setup. In the initial-axial-
velocity measurements 72.3-MeV ' I' +ions were used as
primary ions.

In the experiments on the secondary-ion-yield depen-
dence on the MeV-ion energy loss in the solid the targets
were irradiated with four types of primary ions having
the same impact velocity (5 times the Bohr velocity) but
different kinetic energies. The primary ions used were
9.9-MeV ' 0, 19.7-MeV S, 48.6-MeV Br, and 78.2-
MeV ' I ions. Since the ions had passed through the
start detector foil (see above) they were in an equilibrium
charge state.

Target preparation

Stainless-steel disks (6 mm in diameter) or square sil-
icon pieces (10X 10 mm) were used as backing material
for targets in different experiments. We found that the
results were not affected by the backing type.

PVDF in powder form was obtained from Aldrich
Chemical Co. The PVDF targets were prepared by dis-
solving the solid polymer in slightly heated acetone (10
pg/pl concentration) and then spin-coating —20 pl of
the solution on the backing. ' The PVDF target thick-
ness was varied between 100 and 1000 A by applying
different amounts of solution and varying the spinning
speed. The film thickness was monitored by ellip-
sometry.

Synthetic fullerene targets were prepared according to

the method of Kratschmer et al. The soot was extract-
ed with benzene and the extract was purified by centri-
fugation. Around 300 pl of the benzene solution was
then deposited onto a backing and dried at room temper-
ature, which resulted in a film of C6Q and C7Q fullerenes
with a thickness of the order of 1 pm.

The peptides leu-enkephaline (555 u) and renin sub-
strate (RS, 1801 u) were obtained from Sigma Chemical
Co. The leu-enkephaline target was prepared by dissolv-
ing the peptide in a mixture of 80% acetic acid and 20%
trifiuoro acetic acid (3 pg/pl concentration) and then
electrospraying the solution on a backing. The RS target
was prepared by adsorbing the molecules to a thin (a few

pm) film of nitrocellulose, formed by electrospraying
acetone solution on a backing. '

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cluster-ion yields

A positive-ion mass spectrum obtained from a synthet-
ic fullerene target bombarded by 72.3-MeV ' I ions is
presented in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The two major peaks
correspond to C6Q+ and C7Q+ in a ratio of about 2.5 to 1.
Higher-mass fullerenes (m/q ) 2000 a.u. ) are also easily
identified. This experiment indicates that since electronic
sputtering is observed from synthetic fullerene films they
are not good electrical conductors under normal condi-
tions. Sputtering after electronic excitation by, e.g. , MeV
atomic ions, photon, or electrons is effective only if the
energy relaxation rate of the electronic subsystem in the
solid is low, so that coupling into atomic motion is possi-
ble. ' ' In contrast, material is ejected in the case of nu-
clear sputtering' ' as a result of direct knock-on col-
lisions between incident particles and atoms in the solid.
Electronic sputtering yields from conducting materials
(e.g. , graphite) are, as expected, negligible. " 3 The total
yield (i.e., the number of detected C6p+ aild Cio+ per
start ion) is about 3%. Negative-ion spectra [Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d) j are also easily obtained —the spectra have
roughly the same appearance as the positive ones in the
region m/q )600 a.u.—including the total yield. Frag-
mentation and/or neutralization reactions of the ejected
ions are also observed. Around 10% of the desorbed pos-
itive C6O ions decay in the first field-free region (i.e., be-
tween the acceleration grid and the refiector) and around
30% of the negative C6Q ions also decay in the same re-
gion, as monitored by the straight-mode detector with
the ion mirror on and off.

The positive-ion mass spectrum from a PVDF target
obtained in the rejected mode is given in Fig. 3. Peaks at
regular 24-u intervals are observed from m/q values of
480 to above 4500, which corresponds to clusters around
C376 The degrading resolution of the instrument for
higher masses due to the lower secondary-ion yield to-
gether with the metastable decays is the reason for not
extending the range of observed carbon clusters above
that mass. No negatively charged carbon clusters from
PVDF are observed in this mass range. This fact is an
evidence supporting the initial suggestion" that carbon-
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FIG. 2. (a) A time-of-flight (reflected mode) mass spectrum of positive secondary ions from a synthetic fullerene target in the m /q
range from 600 to 1400 a.u. (b) Expanded region from the same spectrum in the m /q range from 710 to 850 a.u. The inset shows the
resolved peaks for C6p due to the natural "C isotope distribution. (c) A time-of-flight (reflected mode) mass spectrum of negative
secondary ions from a synthetic fullerene target in the m /q range from 600 to 1400 a.u. (d) Expanded region from the same spectrum
in the m /q range from 710 to 850 a.u. The inset shows the resolved peaks for C6p due to the natural ' C isotope distribution.
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FIG. 3. (a) A time-of-flight (reflected mode) spectrum of posi-
tive cluster ions from a PVDF target in the m/q range from 0
to 1700 a.u. (b) Expanded region from the same spectrum in the
m /q range from 690 to 750 a.u.

cluster ions originate from the positively charged high-
energy-density region. The cluster-ion peaks from PVDF
are resolved only in the reAected mode due to their
higher initial axial velocity (see below) and metastable de-
cays in the first field-free region of the spectrometer. The
isotopic distributions of the cluster ions (C„, n =40—110)
as well as accurate determination of their mass show that
pure-carbon clusters are detected. As already pointed
out, ' '" PVDF is so far unique as a target material for
generation of pure-carbon clusters by MeV-ion bornbard-
ment [by contrast no pure-carbon clusters have been ob-
served when Tel[on, ( CF2 CF2 —)„,has b——een bombard-
ed under the same experimental conditions]. Peaks cor-
responding to most probably hydrogenated carbon-
cluster ions with approximately 2—, times lower intensity
than pure-carbon-cluster-ion peaks are present at every
integer mass in the spectrum between the even-numbered
carbon-cluster peaks (Fig. 3). The carbon clusters are ob-
served instantly when irradiating PVDF targets, i.e., they
are formed during the impact of a single primary ion.
Thus the assertion that partial carbonization of the poly-
mer is a necessary prerequisite for generation of carbon-
cluster ions from PVDF by MeV ions' is unfounded.
The total yield (i.e., the number of detected pure-carbon
cluster per start ion for PVDF) is estimated to be approx-
irnately l%%uo. The carbon-cluster yield as a function of
PVDF film thickness increases and saturates at around
300 A.

Figure 4 shows the even-numbered carbon-cluster-ion
yield from PVDF as a function of cluster size (number of
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velocity distribution since the electrostatic ion mirror
compensates only for the axial-velocity spread thus leav-
ing the radial-velocity component of the secondary ions
unaffected. " An electrostatic-ion-mirror TOF instru-
ment offers also some practical advantages over a conven-
tional linear TOF instrument. These include higher mass
resolution, due to axial-velocity focusing and elimination
of the neutrals, arising from metastable decays in the first
field-free region, and an increase in the signal-to-noise ra-
tio. The yield of different ions ejected from a synthetic
fullerene target [Fig. 5(a)] and from a PVDF target [Fig.
5(b)] as a function of deflection voltage demonstrates a
striking difference in the initial-radial-velocity distribu-
tion of the C6O ion in the two experiments. This
difference is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6 where the initial-

FIG. 4. Yield of carbon-cluster ions desorbed from a PVDF
target as a function of number of atoms in the cluster.

carbon atoms in the cluster). A constant background due
to the presence of overlapping peaks from hydrogenated
cluster ions is subtracted in order to estimate the yield for
pure-carbon clusters only. The relative enhancement of
the yield for the C~o and C6O clusters and the correspond-
ing "dips" for the C52 and C62 clusters are clearly notice-
able. The intensity modulation suggests that C~o and C6O
are indeed more stable than the others. This fact as well
as the observation of only even-numbered carbon species
(starting with clusters containing 40 carbon atoms)
strongly indicate that fullerenes are formed in the pro-
cess. No enhancement of C7o and C84 yield is, however,
discerned. A plausible explanation connected to the
shorter time scale for cluster formation as a result of car-
bon atom condensation in the dense axially expanding
high-energy-density-region plasma may be advanced.
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Experiments have demonstrated that the initial-radial-
velocity distributions of intact peptide ions, sputtered
electronically, differ markedly from those of low-mass
ions (e.g. , CH3+). ' This observation, termed direc-
tional correlation effect, lends credence to currently ac-
cepted models for electronic sputtering, ' ' ' including
the shock wave and pressure pulse models. According
to these models the initial radial velocity of the ejected
ions depends on their position at the target surface from
which they originate, relative to the ion track. High-
mass peptide molecular ions are ejected from a lower-
energy-density region further away from the ion track
core by a radially propagating shock wave (pressure
pulse). These ions will accordingly acquire a radial veloc-

ity component in a direction off the direction of the in-

coming MeV ion which is experimentally observed. '

In contrast, low-mass fragment ions (CH3+, C2H, +, etc. ),
have an initial-radial-velocity distribution symmetric
along the target-surface normal, ' ' as expected for ions
ejected in a thermal evaporation-type process.

In this study we have used an electrostatic-ion-mirror
TOF mass spectrometer to estimate the initial-radial-
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FIG. 5. (a) Yield of C2H3+ (~ ) C6p+ (o), and Cjp (A)
desorbed from a synthetic fullerene target as a function of the
voltage Vd between the x-deflection plates. The data points
have been fitted to Gaussian curves. (b) Yield of C&H3+ (~ ),
C6p ( O ), and C7p+ ( A ) desorbed from a PVDF target as a
function of the voltage Vd between the x-deflection plates. The
data points have been fitted to Gaussian curves.
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radial-velocity distributions of C6O desorbed from a ful-
lerene target and C6o+ desorbed from a PVDF target are
plotted together with the distribution of the [M+H]+
ion of the peptide leu-enkephaline. As expected, the
initial-radial-velocity distribution of the protonated
molecular ion of leu-enkephaline has a maximum in the
direction off the direction of the incoming primary-ion
beam. ' The rather unexpected observation is that the
C60+ ions from a PVDF target are ejected preferentially
backwards along the direction of the incoming MeV ion
in a "jet effect" (this term is advanced without any impli-
cations of plume formation as in, e.g., laser ablation). To
our knowledge, this is the first time such an effect has
been encountered in electronic sputtering. The radial-
velocity distributions of the other large carbon-cluster
ions and the low-mass F+ and F + ions (at m /q 19.0 a.u.
and 9.5 a.u. , respectively) also exhibit shifts in the same
direction as the C6o ions. This result is in direct con-
trast to the ejection-angle distributions for the molecular
ions of the large organics discussed above. No shift is ob-
served for the C6o+ ( and C7Q ) carbon-cluster ions com-
pared to the low-mass secondary ions from the synthetic
fullerene target (i.e., all these ions are ejected predom-
inantly normal to the surface). The corresponding values
for the centroids of the initial-radial-velocity distribu-
tions obtained are at +1900 m/s for the F+ ions from
the PVDF target, +400 m/s for the C6o+ ions from the
PVDF target, and —800 m/s for the [M +H] ion from
leu-enkephaline (see Fig. 1 for coordinate system assign-
ment).

The preferentially non-normal ejection of carbon clus-
ters from a PVDF target back along the direction of the
incoming primary MeV ion strongly suggests that they
are formed at very high energy densities in the high-
energy-density plasma and are ejected by the axially ex-
panding track core. Thus a claim by Feld et al. ' that
the carbon clusters are formed far out in the ion track at
lower energy densities seems not to be valid. The pre-
formed C6O ions from synthetic fullerene targets are, in

Initial-axial-velocity distributions

Attempts to measure the initial-axial-velocity distribu-
tions for carbon-cluster ions from PVDF and for the
molecular ions for RS have been made in order to esti-
mate the ejection-angle distributions for these secondary
ions. For comparison the initial axial velocity of C6O ions
from a synthetic fullerene target has been also measured.
The average initial axial velocities obtained are +900
m/s for [M +H]+ of RS, + 1200 m/s for synthetic C6o+
ions, and +11000 m/s for F+ of PVDF. Thus approxi-
mate values of the ejection angles for [M+H]+ of RS
and F+ of PVDF have been determined —the angles be-
tween the surface normal and the preferential secondary-
ion ejection directions are —30' (away from the primary-
ion direction) and +10' (towards the primary-ion direc-
tion), respectively. The preformed C6o+ ions, as men-
tioned above, are ejected normally to the target surface in
possibly a thermal evaporation process. Attempts to esti-
mate the initial axial velocity of C60 ejected from PVDF
were unsuccessful due to interferences from unusually
high background caused by metastable decays in the first
field-free region. When the mirror voltage is decreased
the C6o+ peaks are difficult to discern. Moreover, meta-
stable background peaks begin to dominate since the ion
mirror "favors" metastable ion fragments with lower ki-
netic energies instead of the stable secondary ions. Thus
either the method has to be refined (attempts are present-
ly being made) or a different one employed in order to ob-
tain reliable values for the initial axial velocities of the
fullerene ions ejected from PVDF.

Energy-density dependence

For a specific target material the radius of the directly
ionized and excited region generated by the primary ion
as well as the radius and energy-density distribution in
the region energized by the secondary electrons is depen-
dent only on the impacting MeV-ion velocity. ' In our
experiment MeV primary ions with different energies
having the same velocity were used and therefore the ion
track size was kept constant. The different primary ions
deposit different amounts of energy in the solid and the
linear energy-loss values (dE/dx) are estimated by using
Bragg's rule and the atomic stopping power values from
Ziegler. The dependence of the secondary ion yield on
the energy loss for a synthetic fullerene target and for a
PVDF target is illustrated in Fig. 7. The ion yield scales
as the power of dE/dx. In Table I the values of the
power dependence on the energy loss are listed for several
different secondary ions. The existence of a threshold
value of dE/dx for ejection of carbon clusters from
PVDF is established. The threshold values increases with
increasing cluster size. The dependence of the yield on
the stopping-power for fullerene ions ejected from a
PVDF target is unusually high; for comparison we note
that the observed stopping-power dependence is of the
order of (dE/dx) for intact positive biomolecular ions.
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I

10 TABLE I. The dependence of the secondary-ion yield on the
energy loss [ Y ~ (dF idx)" ] for a synthetic fullerene target and
for a PVDF target.

10-1

~ IIII

10

l

10'

dE/dx [Mev/(mg/cm )]

Target

Synthetic fullerenes

PVDF

Ejected ion

C2H3+

C6o
C2H3+
F+
F2+

+
C4o

+
C6o

C11p

2.3
2.1

1.4
2.2
2.2
2.9
3.4
4.1

p
'

I

10

"c
1 0-1

~ IRK

10

s I

10'

Upper limit for carbon cluster

yield when irradiated with ' 0

10

dE/dx [MeV/(mg/cm )]
FIG. 7. (a) Yield of C2H3+ (~ ) and C6p+ (0) ejected from a

fullerene target as a function of the energy loss of the primary
ion in the material. (b) Yield of C2H3+ (~ ), F+ (0 ), C4p+ (A),
C6p+ (D ), and C»p+ (~ ) ejected from a PVDF target as a func-
tion of the energy loss of the primary ion in the target material.

The stronger dependence of the carbon-cluster yield from
a PVDF target on dE/dx supports a model assuming
that the clusters originate from the higher-energy-density
plasma of the ion track core. In its turn, from the time
scales of neutralization and expansion of the high-
energy-density region, formation and ejection time of a
carbon-cluster ion from a PVDF target of the order of
10 ' s may be estimated. "

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that fullerenes are formed in
MeV-ion bombardment of poly(vinylidene difluoride) po-
lymer on a single-particle-impact basis. Specific aspects
of that particular effect of electronic sputtering have been
investigated so far. These include the dependence of the
fullerene-ion yield on the electronic stopping power of
the incident projectile and the initial radial- and axial-
velocity distributions of ejected ions. Several new
features of the electronic-sputtering phenomenon from
PVDF have been encountered. The fullerene-ion yield
exhibits an unusually strong (higher than cubic) depen-
dence on the electronic stopping power. Fullerene ions
are ejected preferentially back towards the direction of
the incoming primary ion in contrast to molecular ions of
different biomolecules. Fullerenes are formed by conden-
sation of the atomic carbon vapor in the MeV-ion high-
energy-density plasma region, resulting in electronic
sputtering of PVDF. The required volume is of the order
of 10 A, and the process is affected on a subnanosecond
time scale. These experimental findings bear implications
for the mechanism of fullerene formation in general, giv-
ing estimates of the required time frame and spatial
domain.
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